Russia: Quiet Siberian village claims second UFO sighting in 2001

Moscow Radio Rossii in Russian 1700 GMT 24 Aug 01
Text of report by Radio Russia on 24 August

Unidentified flying objects have again been spotted in the sky above Tyumen Region's Nizhniy Tavda District. For two nights in a row they could be seen above the District's capital and the nearby lakes and rivers.

The RIA news agency reports that this is this year's second appearance of UFOs above Nizhniy Tavda. Last time an unidentified flying object was witnessed by local residents on 1 January. Then a huge sphere was seen hovering above the settlement [of Nizhniy Tavda] and sending eight rays of light towards the ground.

This time, the UFO presented itself in two forms: that of a sphere and a saucer. In addition, local residents are claiming that they saw an almost 100-m-long aircraft with two evenly glowing sidelights. The flying object was moving very slowly and without producing any noise whatsoever.

The residents of Nizhniy Tavda are now trying to fathom what is it that drives UFOs to their small, quiet and not in any way distinguished settlement buried in the Siberian sticks.
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